IT is probably fair to say that our knowledge of the progress made by Robert Hooke and Christopher Wren in explaining planetary motion has been due largely to an interest in the prehistory of Newton's Principia. 1 Research has often focused on questions arising from the priority dispute between Hooke and Newton and their different contributions are now much better defined. We appreciate more clearly the limitations of Hooke's work. Yet a better understanding of Newton's thinking during the 166os and 1670s
2 has served to emphasize the importance of Hooke's clear statement of the problem in his letters of 1679-80. A planet is continuously deflected from its rectilinear inertial path by a centripetal force varying inversely as the square of its instantaneous distance from the central body: what is the resulting orbit? In this article I shall examine the origin and early development of the ideas of Hooke and Wren and place them within the context of their association together and their discussions with other natural philosophers. Both men were educated within a living scientific tradition: they were helped and encouraged by older men, they collaborated with others in experiments, and they joined in informal discussions in groups. One of the aims of this study is to show how we can see a relation between their explanatory programmes and a background tradition in astronomy and cosmology, a tradition from which Newton was comparatively isolated.
Interest in the origin of Hooke's ideas has led already to the rejection of Newton's claim that Hooke drew on Borelli's explanation of planetary * 13 Sleaford Street, Cambridge CBi 2PW. I want to thank an anonymous referee for some very helpful comments and the President and Council of the Royal Society for permission to quote from manuscripts in thefc' possession. 1 For studies of Hooke's work, see L. D. Patterson, 'Hooke's gravitational theory and its influence on Newton', Isis, xl (1949), 327-41, and xli (1950) , 32-45; J. Lohne, 'Hooke versus Newton', Centaurus, vii (i960), 6-52; A. Koyre, 'An unpublished letter of Robert Hooke to Isaac Newton ', Isis, xliii (1952) , 312-37, reprinted in Koyr£, Newtonian studies (London, 1965) , chapter 5; A. Koyre, 'Hooke on gravitational attraction', ibid., pp. 180-4; R-S. Westfall, 'Hooke and the law of universal gravitation', The British journal for the history of science, iii (1967), 245-61; F. F. Centore, Robert Hooke's contributions to mechanics (The Hague, 1970) , chapter 5. For Wren, see P. D. Lawrence and A. G. Molland, 'David Gregory's Inaugural Lecture at Oxford', Notes and records of the Royal Society of London, xxv (1970) , 143-78. Note also A. Koyre, 'La gravitation universelle de Kepler a Newton', Archives internationales d histoire dessciences, iv (1951) , 638-53, and R. S. Westfall, Force in Newton's physics (London, 1971) . 3 See D. T. Whiteside, 'Newton's early thoughts on planetary motion: a fresh look', The motion3 and to suggestions that he may have known of the : conical pendulum model of Jeremiah Horrox.4 This seems valid as far as it goes, but if we take a wider look at the parallel interests of Hooke's associates, it becomes clear that the question will not be resolved in a single reference. Hooke drew on a more general discussion, which his explicit formulations help us to understand. Further, we can discover the historical circumstances which brought him into this discussion and shaped his particular approach.
Wren and planetary motion
Throughout the bitter exchanges between Hooke and Newton over priorities and acknowledgements, Wren has left one short statement of his thoughts, and even this is related by someone else. Any study of Wren's natural philosophy is afflicted by a shortage of evidence. It would seem that, forever finding new and more exciting areas of interest, he had little patience for recording and preserving what was already achieved. Much of the record we do have is told at second hand or has been uncovered retrospectively, and his statement about his early thoughts on gravitation emerged in the context of the 1686 dispute between Hooke and Newton, when the point at issue was the origin of the inverse-square relation between gravitational force and distance.
Hooke's earliest statement of the inverse-square relation occurred in a letter to Newton of January 1679/80,5 but, while his own priority was assured, Newton believed Hooke could not claim even second place behind himself. As he told Halley: 'I am almost confident by circumstances that Sr Chr. Wren knew ye duplicate proportion wn I gave him a visit, & then Mr Hook (by his book Cometa written afterward) will prove ye last of us three yt knew it.' 6 This visit had taken place.about 1677; and during it Wren had 'discoursd of this Problem of Determining the Hevenly motions upon philosophicall principles'.? Newton asked Halley to investigate: 'You are acquainted wth Sr Christopher. Pray know whence & whence he first Learnt the decrease of the force in a Duplicate Ratio of the Distance, from the Center.'
8 Halley summarized Wren's reply as follows:
According to your desire in your former, I waited upon Sr Christopher Wren, to inquire of him, if he had the first notion of the reciprocall duplicate proportion from Mr Hook, his answer was, that he himself very many years since had had his thoughts upon making out the Planets motions by a composition of a Descent towards the sun, & an imprest motion; but that at length he gave over, not finding the means of doing it. Since which time Mr Hook had frequently told him that he had done it, and attempted to make it out to him, but that he never satisfied him, that his demonstrations were cogent. 9
It would seem that, in reply, Wren leaves aside the more specific question of the precise mathematical relation between gravitational force and distance, but says that the general programme of accounting for a planetary orbit: in terms of central and tangential components was something he had considered himself many years ago and that his frequent discussions with Hooke were subsequent to this. When Hooke joined the Oxford group about 1655, 10 Wren was already an established member, and, while they must have been known to each other from this time (both were helped and encouraged by Seth Ward and John Wilkins), clear evidence of their direct association really begins in the early 1660s. Wren had shown an early interest in astronomy and was soon to become involved in its mathematical theory. He was probably introduced to the theories of Kepler by Seth Ward, who wrote in 1654:
and he dealt with both these subjects in his subsequent lectures at Gresham College. His Praelectiones Greshamenses in astronomiam Keplerin formed part of the continuing English tradition.
We know that by 1658 Wren had a first-hand knowledge of Kepler's work, since in this year he published a statement of the correct 'area' version of Kepler's second law-more accurate but more difficult to use than the 'equant' version employed by Ward.M It was appended to Wren's printed solution to a geometrical problem, sent over from France under the pseudonym of Jean de Montfert as a challenge to English mathematicians.'5 Since Wren thought the problem derived from an equant version of the second law, he felt that a suitable counter-challenge would be 'Kepler's problem', which also concerned the velocity of a planet in an elliptical orbit, as he found it proposed in the Astronomia nova. 16 As it stood, the area law could not be applied in astronomy, since it yielded no method 1 for calculating a planet's position at a given time. Kepler had reduced the problem to that of dividing the area of a semicircle in a given ratio by a line through a given point in its diameter.
• 7 Wren says:
Kepler formerly proposed this type of problem to the most skilled geometers (in his Commentaries on the Motion of Mars, part 4), for indeed Kepler's elliptical hypothesis (that which investigates the equalized anomaly through the areas of the portions of the ellipses analogous to the mean motion of the planets) is quite spoiled without a solution to this problem. For it then lacks an accurate method by which we can work out a priori the true motion of the planets from their given mean motion.
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He goes on to claim: 'We have a geometrical solution of this problem', and Wallis confirms that he had Wren's geometrical solution, using the cycloid, in July iGsS.^ He published it the following year. 16 'Since the famous gentleman's problem seems to have regard to the elliptical hypothesis of the planets (for he perhaps has it in mind to make the mean motion of the planets not about the focus of the ellipse but about some other point). Therefore it may be permissible to propose in return by way of extension a problem of the same kind: To divide the Area of a given Semicircle or Ellipse, from any point in any diameter (or the diameter produced) in a given ratio '; Hall, op. cit. (15) , p. 143.
• At present this is as far as we can follow Wren's work on the perfection of 'the Elliptical Astronomy' as a mathematical account of planetary motion. A complementary tradition in English astronomy, which was also 'Kepleriari', was an interest in physical explanation. F. R. Johnson has shown the importance of Gilbert's magnetism for English Copernicans in the early seventeenth century. 21 He has further shown that this was linked with a 'prevailing eagerness to evolve some new physical explanation of the movements of the planets in their or bits'." Marke Ridley provided him with a good example of 'the way in which the English scientists were hoping, by a wider application of Gilbert's discoveries and theories, to find a physical explanation of all the planetary motions'.
2 3 Wren's inaugural address at Gresham of 1657 reflects this tradition. In a laudatory passage on Gilbert, Wren describes him as 'the Father of the new Philosophy' and, more significantly, as one whom . . . I must reverence for giving Occasion to Kepler (as he himself confesses) of introducing Magneticks into the Motions of the Heavens, and consequently of building the elliptical Astronomy.*4
In the Latin version of this speech, after mentioning Gilbert's work, Wren says:
Hunc
: sane exosculor, quod ansam Keplero, confitente ipso, dederit magneticos motus in coelum introducendi, unde hypothesis elliptica nata est.*5
These remarks clearly derive from Wren's contemporary study of the Astronomia nova, where the first and second laws appear for the first time and where Kepler's mathematical account is underpinned by physical arguments. The planets are driven round by a quasi-magnetical influence, radiating out from the sun in the form of rays or fibrils and carried round by the sun's rotation. 26 On the assumption that this influence falls off inversely with distance, a planet's speed will be inversely proportional to its instantaneous distance from the sun, and in the Astronomia nova this relation is incorrectly regarded as equivalent to the area version of the second law. 1 Kepler asserted, on physical grounds, that the planets are borne in elliptical orbits about the sun, in such a way that the velocity of the planet is everywhere proportional inversely to its distance from the sun; whence he ingeniously derived the following hypothesis. For let the area of the planetary ellipse be divided by lines drawn from the sun into infinite equal mixtilinear triangles, then the curve of the ellipse will be divided into unequal portions, smaller near aphelion and greater near perihelion; he postulates that the planet will traverse segments in equal times.
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Even though our evidence about Wren is meagre, it allows us to say that about 1657-8 he was studying and trying to advance the Keplerian theory of planetary motion. Also he believed that Kepler had based his account on physical considerations and that Gilbert's work on magnetism had provided a key concept.
Since we have seen that Wren claimed priority over Hooke for the idea that a planet's motion resulted from a combination of central and tangential components, is there anything to suggest that he had taken such a fundamentally important step at this early stage ? I want to present two fragments of evidence, which are at least worth considering, and to suggest, tentatively, that they point to one of Wren's sources. First, consider the form of words used in Halley's report of 1686. Wren had told him that 'he himself very many years since had had his thoughts upon making out the Planets motions by a composition of a Descent towards the sun, & an imprest motion'. Hooke would have reversed the order and spoken of'the inflection of a direct motion into a curve'. If it stood alone, this would hardly be very significant, but there is another small piece of evidence.
In the fourth day of Galileo's Discorsi, Salviati discusses the parabolic motion which results from combining two components: a vertical 'naturally accelerated motion' and a horizontal uniform motion. He finds it convenient to express the horizontal component in terms of the vertical height through which a body must fall in order to attain the given speed. At this point Galileo allows Sagredo to interrupt . . . in order that I may point out the beautiful agreement between this thought of the Author and the views of Plato concerning the origins of the various uniform speeds with which the heavenly bodies revolve. According to the 'Platonic' cosmogony, which Galileo had already described in the Dialogo, God had started all the planets moving from the same point in the universe. From this point each planet had begun to move towards the sun with uniformly accelerated motion, and, when it had reached an ordained speed, God had converted this rectilinear motion into a uniform circular one.3° Galileo suggested that calculations based on the known planetary speeds and distances from the sun would confirm the hypothesis.
At the relevant point in Wren's copy of the Discorsi in the Bodleian Library, there is the following note:
Si vera esset hypothesis hac Platonica, oportuit terra, caeterosque planetas centrii aliquid coe[lestem] (solem fortasse) in motu eoru recto respexisse: (sicut gravia nostra ad terra centrii ferunt r :) aut alia quaeda assignanda est causa motus accelerati.3" It may be translated as follows:
If this Platonic hypothesis was true, the earth and the other planets should have respect to some centre in the sky (perhaps the sun) as regards their straight motion: (just as our heavy bodies are carried towards the centre of the earth) or else some other cause of the accelerated motion is to be assigned.
From their content it seems very likely that the annotations in this volume date from between 1656 and 1660.32 Combined with Wren's interest in the role of 'Magneticks' in celestial physics, this hint from Galileo may have helped him to grasp the fundamental dynamical components of orbital motion-'a composition of a Descent towards the sun, & an imprest motion'. Implicit in Sagredo's remarks is the Galilean concept of circular 3° For discussions of Galileo's 'Platonic' cosmogony, sec Koyre 1965, op. cit. (1) . pp. 201-20; I. B. Cohen, 'Galileo, Newton, and the divine order of the solar system', in Galileo, man of science, ed. E. McMullin (New York, 1967) inertia, but Wren's note, though its meaning is not completely clear, may indicate that he realized that under these circumstances ('Si vera esset hypothesis hac Platonica . . . ') the 'causa motus accelerati' must continue to operate when God's work of creation was finished. We know that by 1661 Wren had made an experimental study of the laws of impact33 and therefore must have been familiar with part two (and perhaps also part three) of Descartes' Principles of philosophy, containing his analysis of constrained circular motion. We know also that in 1661 (or possibly 1663) Huygens discussed with Wren, not only the laws of impact, but also his application of the conical pendulum in clocks and 'all what belongeth to the sayd Invention'.34 That Wren may have benefited greatly from the discussion is clear when we remember that Huygens had composed De vi centrifuga in 1659 and that some of its demonstrations formed the theoretical basis for this application of the conical pendulum.35
Hooke and gravitation
If our knowledge of Wren's first thoughts is uncertain and the evidence to some extent circumstantial, we can date Hooke's ideas more precisely. In his famous programme for a 'System of the world', in the 6 Hooke's experiments concerned weighing bodies at different heights above and below the earth's surface, and by 1674 he considered them relevant to an account of celestial mechanics, because the same 'attraction or gravitating power' not only held the parts of heavenly bodies together, but also attracted 'all the other Coelestial Bodies that are within the sphere of their activity'.37 However, there is no suggestion that his early experiments of 1662-4 had any implications beyond the parts of the earth.
In his Sylva sylvarum Bacon relates what he says is a well-attested fact: a lump of ore that can be moved by two men at the bottom of a mine, may require at least six men to move it on the surface. From this he observes:
It is a Noble Instance, and is fit to be tried to the full: For it is very probable, that the Motion of Grauity worketh weakly, both farre from the Earth, and also within the Earth: The former, because the Appetite of Union of Dense Bodies with the Earth, in respect of the distance, is more dull; The latter, because the Body hath in part attained his Nature, when it is some Depth in the Earth. 3 8 It is worth noting a relevant citation of this 'Instance' by John Wilkins, who had such an important influence on both Hooke and Wren, as an example of the influence of Gilbert's magnetical theories. In the second edition of his Discovery of a world in the moone (1640) Wilkins argued that in the future a journey to the moon would be possible.39 Once man had learnt to fly, his weight would not restrict his speed for long, since the earth's gravitational power extended only a finite distance, which Wilkins estimated was about twenty miles. Gravity is not an essential property of matter, but rather 'a respective mutuall desire of union, whereby condensed bodies, when they come within the sphere of their owne vigor, doe naturally apply themselves, one to another by attraction or coition'.4° Just as Gilbert held that the magnetic influence of a spherical loadstone is contained within a finite spherical boundary, the orbis virtutis,* 1 the earth's attractive power is contained within a sphere concentric with the earth, and outside this sphere no body will be heavy.4* Gilbert's orbis virtutis is the source of Wilkins' 'sphere of vigor' and of Hooke's 'sphere of activity'. Wilkins cites Bacon's report about moving weights in mines and his inference that 'the nature of gravitie dos worke but weakly also far from the earth' :43
But now you must not conceive, as if the orbe of magneticall vigor, were bounded in an exact superficies, or as if it did equally hold out just to such a determinate line, and no farther. But... it is probable, that this magneticall vigor dos remit of its degrees proportionally to its distance from the earth, which is the cause of it. 44 However, Wilkins held that this attractive vigour does effectively fall off within a finite, measurable distance. On 3 December 1662 the Royal Society heard an account of some experiments, made by Henry Power, in which he reported that a weight was measurably lighter at the bottom of a coal mine than at the top.45 He had discovered this by attaching a thread to one side of a balance, suspending a known weight down a shaft, and observing the weight required to counterpoise it.
On 17 December Hooke, recently appointed the Society's Curator, was asked to perform the experiment 'Of weighing some bodies at the top of Westminster-abbey, and at the foot of it'4 6 -an experiment that would test Bacon's inference from the former observation. Hooke, accordingly, applied Power's method above ground and, at the next meeting, He gave in the following account of the experiment concerning the decrease of gravity, by removing the body farther from the surface of the earth upwards... 'In prosecution of my lord Verulam's experiment concerning the decrease of gravity, the farther a body is removed below the surface of the earth, I made trial, whether any such difference in the weight of bodies could be found by their nearer or farther removal from that, surface upwards... ' 47
Hooke goes on to describe experiments made in Westminster Abbey, which revealed no sensible difference. His report shows that his trials had arisen out of a discussion of Power's work and he makes six suggestions for improving Power's experiments, most of them aimed at isolating the different factors influencing the results. He concludes:
These trials, if accurately made, would afford a great help to guess at the cause of this strange phaenomenon.48
The Society did not completely lose interest in the subject49 and when, in August 1664, Hooke reported that he was experimenting with a 200-foot pendulum, suspended from the tower of the old cathedral of St Paul's, he was asked to repeat his experiments on weighing bodies at different heights.5° Once again he was unable to isolate any effect that could be attributed directly to a variation in gravity. 5 1 45 Birch 1756, op. cit. (13) So far the experiments on gravitation had a very limited scope and objective. They derived from an observation of Bacon's and aimed, at most, at 'the cause of this strange phaenomenon'.s* (At this period Hooke suspected that the cause of gravity might be magnetical in nature.53) Also, as far as we can tell, the stimulus came from discussions within the Society and the Society's directives, rather than from Hooke's own interests. However, by 1666 it is clear that the discussion of gravity has taken on a new significance and that Hooke's experiments have become incorporated into a much wider programme. It is valuable, for the moment, simply to follow the record of the Royal Society's minutes.
At the very first meeting following the Society's recess during the Plague, Hooke reported his latest experiments on the variation of gravity.54 His written paper, submitted at the next meeting, on 21 March 1665/6, places such experiments in a greatly expanded context: Gravity, tho' it seems to be one of the most universal active principles in the world, and consequently ought to be the most considerable, yet has it had the ill fate, to have been always, till of late, esteemed otherwise, even to slighting and neglect. But the inquisitiveness of this latter age hath begun to find sufficient arguments to entertain other thoughts of it. Gilbert began to imagine it a magnetical attractive power, inherent in the parts of the terrestrial globe: the noble Verulam also, in part, embraced this opinion; and Kepler (not without good reason) makes it a property inherent in all celestial bodies, sun, stars, planets. This supposition we may afterwards more particularly examine: But first it will be requisite to consider, whether this gravitating or attracting power be inherent in the parts of the earth; and, if so, whether it be magnetical, electrical, or of some other nature distant from either.55
Hooke's experiments are designed to discover whether gravity is magnetical, since we should then expect to find a variation with distance. His most recent measurements, in 'some considerably deep wells', have revealed no difference in weight and so do not support the magnetical theory. However, he suggests that this is due to the very small differences involved and that a more accurate method, replacing scales and weights by a pendulum clock, should be tried. Results could be compared with measurements of how magnetical attraction decreases with distance. But the cause of gravity is no longer an end in itself; these comparisons may lead us to a model, to be used in answering more significant questions:
. . . so if this analogy between the decrease of the attraction of the one, and of the gravity of the other, be found real, we may perhaps by the help of the load-stone, as it were, epitomise all the experiments of gravity, and determine, to what distance the gravitating power of the earth acts; and So it was that on 23 May 1666 Hooke submitted his well-known paper 'concerning the inflection of a direct motion into a curve by a supervening attractive principle'. 61 He was now explicitly concerned with a physical explanation of planetary motion:
I have often wondered, why the planets should move about the sun according to Copernicus's supposition, being not included in any solid orbs . . . nor tied to it, as their center, by any visible strings; and neither depart from it beyond such a degree, nor yet move in a strait line, as all bodies, that have but one single impulse, ought to do.
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The cause favoured by Hooke was the continuous attractive influence of the central body:
For if such a principle be supposed, all the phaenomena of the planets seem possible to be explained by the common principle of mechanic motions; and possibly the prosecuting this speculation may give us a true hypothesis of their motion, and from some few observations, their motions may be so far brought to a certainty, that we may be able to calculate them to the greatest exactness and certainty, that can be desired. [Hooke] produced a pair of scales in a box, to make experiments with upon a good loadstone for the finding out of the decrease of its attractive force upon a body, according as it is placed at greater and greater distances, in order to find out, whether gravitation be somewhat magnetical; which he said might be done by comparing the distances of the bodies made use of in the experiments from the superficies of the earth and loadstone with the diameters; it being probable, that if they hold the same proportion, they have the same cause'; ibid., pp. 77-8 (cf. also pp. 88 Hooke went on to use a conical pendulum to illustrate the effect of a continuous central 'endeavour', producing a variety of elliptical and circular motions according to the tangential velocity given to the bob. The conical pendulum, in spite of its shortcomings as a perfect analogue, thus allowed him to show 'that circular motion is compounded of an endeavour by a direct motion by the tangent, and of another endeavour tending to the center'.
6 4 The question that most obviously comes to mind has never been seriously attacked. What had happened since August 1664 to elevate Hooke's limited speculations and experiments about gravitation into a programme for a potential system of the world?
Wren and Wallis: the conical pendulum and the common centre of gravity of earth and moon
Consider first the circumstances in which Hooke produced his paper of May 1666. Wallis's explanation of the tides was a developed version of the explanation given in the fourth day of Galileo's Dialogo. Galileo believed that the twofold motion of the earth produced the periodic movement of the waters on its surface. Wallis pointed out that Galileo could not adequately account for all tidal phenomena, but thought that if a third motion were given to the earth-an 'epicyclic' motion about its common centre of gravity with the moon-this would be sufficient to complete the explanation. It was following the reading of this paper at the Royal Society that Hooke 'mentioned . . . that the motion of the celestial bodies might be represented by pendulums', 66 and the connexion between Wallis's paper and Hooke's illustration was clearly the idea that it is the common centre of gravity of earth and moon that performs the true elliptical or circular orbit around the sun. After demonstrating the motion of a simple conical pendulum, Hooke attached a smaller pendulum to it . . . that it might freely make a circular or elliptical motion round about the bigger, whilst the bigger moved circularly or elliptically about another center. The intention whereof was to explain the manner of the moon's motion about the earth ... An elliptical or circular orbit was now described, not by either bob, but by their common centre of gravity:
. . . it appearing evidently thereby, that neither the bigger ball, which represented the earth, nor the less, which represented the moon, were moved in so perfect a circle or ellipsis, as otherwise they would have moved in, if either of them had been suspended and moved singly; but that a certain point, which seemed to be the center of gravity of these two bodies, howsoever posited (considered as one) seemed to be regularly moved in such a circle or ellipsis, the two balls having other peculiar motions in small epicycles about the said point.
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The most natural inference from this evidence is not that Wallis's paper stimulated Hooke to devise his pendulum model, but that it prompted him to produce an illustration with which he was already familiar. In Though Wallis reported that both he and Wren had perused Horrox's papers before he received the letters from Horrox to Crabtree in August 1664,77 it is quite possible that Wren would have seen these also. As we shall see, at a slightly later date we can link Wallis, Wren, and the very letter which contained the pendulum analogy. Now we know that Wren had already discussed the conical pendulum with Huygens and, in dynamical terms, had probably advanced beyond Horrox's understanding of its motion. If Wren had seen no more than a general relation between this and planetary motion, both examples of the general problem of motion in a circle, Horrox could indicate that here was a very useful and explicit model, and one which, according to Sprat, Wren developed by substituting for the single pendulum 'a complication of several Pendulums depending one upon another'.
It would seem that Hooke's pendulum model of 1666 owed something to Wallis, Wren, Horrox, and possibly even Huygens. It may also be indirectly related to some rather different experiments on pendulums. The link between Hooke's model and Wallis's paper on tides was the idea that the moon did not simply revolve about the earth, but that both revolved about the common centre of gravity, whose motion in turn described the more simple orbit around the sun. In general terms, the assumption is that if we identify a system of bodies acting upon one another, we can apply the laws of motion to the motion of their common centre of gravity, irrespective of the individual motions and interactions of the bodies. As Wallis put it:
Like as, when a long stick thrown in the Air, whose one end is heavyer than the other, is whirled about, so as that the End, which did first fly foremost, becomes hindmost; the proper line of motion of this whole Body is not that, which is described by either End, but that, which is described by a middle point between them; about which point each end, in whirling, describes an Epicycle.7 8 Wallis took it for granted that the Copernican system required there to be some physical connexion between the earth and the moon. He was not required to say what kind of connexion this was, but the analogy which readily came to mind was, naturally, a magnetical one:
The Earth and Moon being known to be Bodies of so great connexion (whether by any Magnetick, or whatother Tye, I will not determine; nor need I, as to this purpose;) as that the motion of the one follows that of the other... 79
The same was equally true of Jupiter and Saturn and their respective satellites. In reply to the objection that the earth and the moon had no obvious physical connexion, Wallis said . . . that it is harder to shew How they have, than That they have i t . . . How the Earth and Moon are connected; I will not now undertake to shew (nor is it necessary to my purpose;) but, That there is somewhat, that doth connect them, (as much as what connects the Load-stone, and the Iron, which it draws,) is past doubt to those, who allow them to be carryed about by the Sun, as one Aggregate or Body, whose parts keep a respective position to one another. What was the source of this interest in the motion of the common centre of gravity ? Wallis dated it to some time before 1666. Addressing his paper to Boyle, he spoke of 'that, which at divers times, these three or four years last past, I have been discoursing with your self and others concerning t h e Common Center of Gravity of the Earth and Moori .
ix W h e n we consider the figures who were involved in earlier discussions of the theory of impact, it may not be irrelevant to remember that the principle that the motion of the common centre of gravity is unaffected by interactions between component bodies had already been shown to hold in the case of collisions between bodies. Wren and his colleague at Gresham College, Lawrence Rooke, had investigated the laws of impact experimentally before Huygens's visit in 1661, making, as Sir Robert Moray put it, 'diverse experiments with balls of wood & other stuff hanging by threads'. 82 In April 1661 a group of natural philosophers (Moray, Brouncker, Paul Neile, Wallis, Rooke, Wren, and Goddard) met Huygens at his lodgings, and he convinced them of the truth of his theory of impact, which he did not, however, reveal, 7> Wallis, op. cit. (65) The proper and most truly natural velocities of bodies are reciprocally proportional to the bodies. If two bodies move with proper velocities before collision, that is, if their velocities are inversely proportional to their respective bodies (we would say 'masses'), they will rebound with the same speeds as before but in the reverse directions. Wren illustrates this case by reference to a balance in equilibrium, where the weights correspond to the two 'bodies' and their distances from the fulcrum to the respective velocities. With proper velocities, the collision is then 'balanced':
For this reason the collision of bodies having their proper velocities is equivalent to a balance swinging about its centre of gravity.
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The ratio of proper velocities is such that, in the model of the balance, the fulcrum coincides with the centre of gravity. In the case of improper velocities, that is, if the velocities before collision are not inversely proportional to the bodies, the fulcrum is displaced to one side of the centre of gravity. The situation after impact will then, according to Wren's theory, be correctly represented by the model if the fulcrum is displaced an equal distance on the other side of the centre of gravity.
• 
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49,
Now Wren does not explicitly state that the motion of the common centre of gravity of the two bodies is unaffected by their collision, but it is clear from his formulation that this is the case. As Westfall has pointed out, what Wren is saying is that every impact is dynamically equivalent to an impact with 'proper velocities', and any two bodies approach each other with 'proper velocities' if their collision is viewed from their common centre of gravity.
8 9 On Wren's model, the distance from the centre of gravity of the balance to the fulcrum represents the velocity of the common centre of gravity of the bodies. In the case of'proper velocities', the balance is in equilibrium and the common centre of gravity is stationary.
It is interesting that in the shared interests of Wallis and Wren we find two examples of how an inertial mechanics can be applied to the common centre of gravity of a system of bodies. Although not writing as an historian, it is also interesting that around the turn of the century David Gregory pointed to this connexion:
When a Body revolves about another, the attracting Body it self can't be at rest; but both being acted upon by a mutual Attraction, do revolve about the common Center of Gravity. And if there were more Bodies that mutually attracted one another, they would so move among themselves, that the common Center of Gravity might be either at rest, or in an uniform direct Motion. For it is well known to Geometricians, that the Having seen several relevant elements in contemporary discussion, we can return to Hooke, who, we remember, had made his experiments at St Paul's in August 1664. On 15 December 1664 he wrote to Boyle:
We had yesterday in several parts of England, an account of the appearance of a very great comet in the south south-east, with a very long tail, extended towards the north-west; some say about ten yards long, some about two; but how much that is, is difficult to guess, unless we could see it, which I have done all this last night, but to little purpose, by reason of the thickness of the air.9« This is part of an account of a Royal Society meeting, at which Wren was present. 92 The comet aroused plenty of interest. John Wallis was one of a group of observers at Oxford, who began to look for it on 19 December and saw it first on 23rd.93 The Royal Society were soon receiving observa- During January the Royal Society began to look to Wren for their contribution to the growing debate. 97 On 20 January Moray wrote to Huygens:
Nous auons receu de tous costez aussi bien que vous des obseruations de la comete, mais Je ne vous en diray a present si non qu'aussi tost qu'elle aura disparu on vous les communiquera auec les remarques de Monsieur Wren qui les a toutes entre les mains.9 8 About the same time (21 January) Wallis sent his report on the work of Auzout to the Society.99 He pointed out that, while Auzout seemed to think his hypothesis of the rectilinear motion of comets was original, it was 'but that wch others before him have conjectured'. 100 The theorist who particularly interested Wallis at this time was, of course, Jeremiah Horrox, and he went on to disclose some of Horrox's ideas about comets, 'since conjectures about such Hypotheses be now stirring'.
101 Horrox had suggested, in his letters to Crabtree, that a comet is emitted from the sun in a straight line, that its motion is retarded by degrees, and that it is eventually drawn back again into its source. Its path is not completely straight, owing to the effect of the sun's rotation, and he eventually drew the path of the 1577 comet observed by Tycho, as an ellipse which began and ended in the sun.
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Now the interests of Wallis and Wren do not appear in isolation. There is evidence of some discussion between them in a manuscript solution by Wallis to a geometrical problem proposed to him early in January by Wren. I0 3 The problem was directly related to the motion of comets. How can a comet's position be found from observations ? Hooke tells us that measurements of parallax were associated with difficulties, inaccuracies and disagreements. 10 4 If we assume that the comet is moving uniformly in a straight line, the projection of its motion on to the plane of 5< See Birch 1756, op. cit. (13) terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0007087400013698 Downloaded from https://www.cambridge.org/core. IP address: 54.70.40.11, on 30 Jan 2020 at 17:50:18, subject to the Cambridge Core the ecliptic will also be uniform and rectilinear. The problem of locating this line in space, given four observations of the comet's longitude, then reduces to the geometrical problem of finding the straight line that is cut by four given straight lines, so that its three portions are related in a given ratio. The ratio is that of the time intervals between the observations. This was the problem that Wren presented to Wallis, and much later, in 1677, when Moses Pitt was looking for suitable material to append to a published edition of Horrox's works, Wallis suggested his solution to a problem ' . . . proposed to me by Dr. Wren, to be effected in order to find the distance of comets'. 10 5 The fact that Wren and Wallis discussed the question of the motion of comets in January 1664/5 becomes more significant when we remember Wallis's interest in the ideas of Horrox. One of the letters to which Wallis referred in his report to the Royal Society 106 was that written to Crab tree on 25 July 1638. Here Horrox first suggested that comets were emitted from the sun in straight lines, and it was in the same letter that he used the conical pendulum to explain elliptical planetary motion.
I0 7 Since Wren used the same illustration, the link with Horrox now seems very plausible.
Later in January Wren was again in London 108 and on 27th, Moray wrote to Huygens:
Monsieur le Doctor Wren a entre les mains toutes les obseruations que nous auons eues de toutes parts de la Comete et nous en doibt dire ses pensees bientost.
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At a Royal Society meeting on 1 February Dr. Wren produced some observations of the comet, with a theory. 110 All the evidence goes to show that this 'theory' was Wren's method for locating a comet on the assumption that it moved with uniform rectilinear motion. It included a geometrical construction which was Wren's own solution to the problem he proposed to Wallis (to find the straight line that is divided by four given straight lines in a given ratio) and which Hooke later published in his Cometa. 111 At the same time Wren also submitted a 'scheme' or diagram of the comet's path, in which he used his (13), ii. 12. At the same meeting observations of die comet, made by the Earl of Sandwich, 'were referred to Dr. Wren and Mr. Hooke'.
•" Gunther, op. cit. (36) construction to locate the comet and describe its motion in a straight line between 20 October 1664 and 20 January 1664/5. We know of this because in April Wren (for reasons I shall discuss shortly) wanted this record returned to him, and Hooke was ordered . . . to take a copy of Dr. Wren's scheme of this comet [that of 1664-5], a nt o return the original to the Doctor for farther consideration.
1 "
In his Cometa Hooke gives first Wren's geometrical demonstration, 'as I received it',"3 and goes on to say:
According to this method I received at the same time, (whilst it yet appeared very visible to the Eye, and was not Retrograde,) the way of the first Comet delineated by the said person [Wren] , which did very near solve all the appearances preceding and subsequent, which I have therefore here annexed . . ."4
The diagram given by Hooke (see Figure 1 ) corresponds with one of Wren's drawings in the collection at All Souls College, Oxford, which must be the original 'scheme', returned by Hooke in April 1665."5 That the geometrical demonstration and the diagram of the comet's path represent the 'theory' submitted by Wren to the Royal Society in February is confirmed by the fact that Hooke says he had both 'in the beginning of Feb. 1664/5'."* Using Wren's construction, a comet's path could be determined from four observations, 11 ? but only if it was indeed moving uniformly in a straight line. If the same straight line accommodated different sets of observations, it tended to confirm the initial assumption. Now Wren's path for the comet was far from being exactly right, but it seems to have been close enough to lend some support to the hypothesis of rectilinear motion. Hooke says that it 'did very near solve all the appearances preced- " ' I f we look at the diagram (Fig. 1) , where Wren has applied his 'theory' to the comet of 1664-5, m Fig-19 the semicircle represents the earth's orbit, seen from the south; the continuous line above is the path of the comet, which is moving in the opposite direction to the earth; the dotted line is the projection of this path on to the plane of the ecliptic. ing and subsequent'. But it seems that Wren was not satisfied. Observations continued to be referred to him" 8 and on 3 February Moray wrote to Huygens:
Je n'en veux rien dire en particulier, que Monsieur Wren n'ait acheue la tasche qu'on luy a imposee, de tirer toutes les conclusions qu'il pourra de toutes les obseruations qu'on luy a mises entre les mains .. ."9
On 27 February Moray was still promising Huygens that 'Vous aurez dans peu de temps ce que Monsieur Wren a fait sur la Comete' and he revealed that Wren was intending to publish his results.
120 Not unusually for Wren, nothing was in fact published.
By late February Hooke was lecturing on the comet at Gresham College."
1 Although he did not eventually leave until early in July, by March Wren was planning his trip to France, and the Society naturally turned once again to Hooke. On 17 March Moray wrote to Huygens:
On a donne a Monsieur Hook la prouince dont Monsieur Wren ne s'est pas pu descharger a cause d'un voyage qu'il va faire en France, c'est de dresser l'hypothese, et le discours sur la Comete qu'on attend de nostre Societe.
However, in Huygens's reply of 31 March we find a new factor: he had heard of the appearance of another comet. "3 Hooke had already told Moray that he had seen the new comet,"4 and Wren probably heard of it from either Moray or Hooke. The fresh possibilities for research immediately reawakened his interest. Wren and Hooke were now both committed to the problem. During the first weeks of April Wren was busy observing the new comet and, as he told Moray in a letter of 11 April, he made his first accurate sighting on 7th. 'Since this I have rose every morning but though the dayes be fair & the nights, yet the mornings with us are misty toward the Horizon.' I2 5 It is worth quoting a passage from this letter, since it shows Wren's revived enthusiasm and the physical and theoretical questions raised by the new comet. Hooke expected that in a fortnight's time, when the first comet had passed the sun, he would be able to see both the first comet with a telescope and the second with the naked eye, . . . for, if it [the first] continue to move those Ways I have imagined it, whether we take the Supposition of the Motion of the Earth, and imagine the Comet to be moved in a Circle . . . or whether we suppose the Earth to 1:6 See Birch 1756, op. cit. (13) (76), iii. 82-3, 84-5. We know that Hooke was using Wren's double-telescope while making these observations; see Gunther, op. cit. (36), p. 77, and note also ibid., p. 54, and Waller, op. cit. (10), terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0007087400013698 stand still, and the Comet to be moved in a great Circle whose convex Side is turned towards the Earth . . . it must appear again very near the same Place about a Fortnight hence. And I am apt to think the Body of the Comet is of a Constitution that will last much longer than either a Month or a Year, nay than an Age; and if I can be so lucky to meet with it again, I hope to trace it to its second appearing.
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Unfortunately at this point Christopher Wren Jnr (editor of Parentalia) omits a section of the letter, so that we know only that Hooke concludes:
But I weary you with my Conjectures; and I doubt not but that before this, you have perfected the Theory of Comets, so as to be able to predict much more certainly what we are to expect of these Comets for the future; whereof if at your Leisure you will please to afford me a Word or two, you will much oblige me . . .
Although the Royal Society continued to encourage both Hooke and Wren^0 and Moray later urged that their work should be completed,^1 there is no further record of Wren's revised solution. What we have seen is that Wren and Hooke freely discussed the problem of the nature and motion of comets and if we look at Hooke's contemporary lectures on the subject, we can see that the questions the comets raised were significant ones.
Hooke's Cometa was published after a comet had appeared in 1677, but in fact a large section of the work consists of'my thoughts about those Comets which appeared in 1664. and 1665. which I have found in several loose papers of Lectures, read in the beginning of 1665'.
: 3 2 This section of Cometa seems to be an edited collection of passages drawn together to form a continuous, if not completely consistent, whole. Their sources must range from the lectures of 1665 to the paper that Hooke eventually produced at a Royal Society meeting on 8 August 1666,'33 at a time when the Society was still engaged with the conical pendulum as a model for planetary motion. It therefore covers a very significant period in the development of Hooke's ideas, and we can use internal and external evidence to work out a rough chronology for its parts. A careful study seems to show that at an early date, around March 1664/5, Hooke believed that comets moved in circles and returned periodically (compare his letter to Wren above), but that he later concluded that their paths had straight and curved components, related to the gravitational influences of other heavenly bodies. J 34 As we have seen, it was late in April that Hooke became directly associated with Wren's account of the 1664 comet and, after describing Wren's theory and its moderate success in this instance, Hooke says:
Now though according to ray former Delineation the Comet seemed to take a circuit, as if it would within three years return to its former position, yet I am not wholly convinced that it moves in a circle or Ellipse, but I rather incline to the incomparable Keplers opinion, that its natural motion tends towards a straight line, though in some other suppositions I differ from him.'35
Since the natural or, as we should say, inertial motion of a comet 'tends towards a straight line', the rectilinear hypothesis is of some value. But a comet may be drawn from its natural path by the attractive influences of other bodies. In studying Tycho's observations of the 1577 comet, Hooke found that the rectilinear hypothesis was . . . the most likely Hypothesis for that Comet, it seeming to solve all the several Phaenomena of the motion and magnitude of the Comet, with the least imaginable difficulty, and to be most agreeable with my physical notions of Comets: For, first it only supposes a solid body moved in a fluid, with an almost direct motion. I say, almost direct, because for some physical reasons, as I have said before, I imagine it not exactly straight, but •3« The fact that different sections are inconsistent with one another is useful in distinguishing between them. A central section (Gunther, op. cit. [36] , pp. 241 ff.) is definitely of an early date and contains Hooke's conclusion that the first comet is moving in a circle (p. 246). Pepys, loc. cit. (121) , records that at Gresham on 1 March Hooke argued that the first comet had appeared before, in 1618, and would return at a future date; cf. Gunther, op. cit. (36), p. 243. Also, on p. 244, Hooke predicts that the first comet will be seen (with a telescope) in a month or six weeks' time, after it has passed the sun. Comparison with Hooke's letter to Wren in Wren Jnr, op. cit. (12), pp. 219-20, similarly dates this section to March. Note also that Hooke tells Wren that this is so 'whether we take the Supposition of the Motion of the Earth, and imagine the Comet to be moved in a Circle, one Side of which touches, or rather goes within the Orb of the Earth on one Side, and without the Orb of Saturn, or at least that of Jupiter on the other . . . or whether we suppose the Earth to stand still, and the Comet to be moved in a great Circle whose convex Side is turned towards the Earth', and compare his argument in this section ofCometa. Also, on p. 246, Hooke refers to 'this present Comet'. The section before this (Gunther, op. cit. [36] , pp. 223 ff.) is definitely later and is probably part of the paper of August 1666. Here the physical discussion is consistent with a comet's path including straight and curved components. Hooke sets himself a number of queries, which he proceeds to answer in turn. This gives the section a certain coherence, in a structure typical of a Royal Society 'history'. It is a survey of a completed piece of work; see ibid., pp. 224, 235, 237. Hooke refers to the results of Hevelius, Gottignies, and Petit (ibid., p. 238) and generally to 'a multitude of other Histories, which I have received concerning that Comet of 64'. For Hooke's connexion widi the work of Petit in particular, see Birch 1756, op. cit. (13) (The fact that Hooke discusses the elliptical path which Horrox gave to the comet of i577 r 37 emphasizes again the contemporary interest in his ideas and may explain why Hooke turned to a study of this comet. Horrox himself had explained cometary motion as a rectilinear motion modified by the action of the sun, though his account of the sun's action was similar to Kepler's.)
The physical 'notions' and 'reasons' Hooke refers to are firstly that the sun has an attractive influence on the planets, as the planets in turn attract the sun, by analogy with magnetic attractions, and also that 'this attractive virtue may act likewise upon several other bodies that come within the center of its sphere of activity'.^8 A comet may at one time have been, a gravitating body, like a planet, moving around a central attracting body, but, because of internal changes, it may have lost its gravitating power and been released to move in a straight line, at a tangent to its former path:
. . . it now leaves that circular way and by its motion (which always tends to a straight line, and would be so were it not bended into a curve by the attractive virtue of the central body) it flies away from its former center by the Tangent line to the last place . . . In this line ('tis probable) it passes from one part of the Heavens to another, and so passes through the spheres of the activity of multitudes of central bodies . . .'39 Further changes may result in the comet being attracted, or indeed repelled, by these central bodies.
It is clear that through the problem of the motion of comets, Hooke arrived at the idea of combining a rectilinear inertial motion with a central attractive force, and he eventually explained the motion of the 1664 comet in these terms.Mo The comet also drew him into a discussion with Wren, who had already made some progress towards explaining planetary motion and who was now employing the conical pendulum as a model. We have some of their written exchanges on the comets, they had later opportunities for direct discussion, and we know that Hooke witnessed some of Wren's experiments with the conical pendulum, M* The two Prominent among these were measurements of the weights of bodies suspended in deep wells, intended to test Power's results on the variation of gravity. The fact that Wilkins collaborated with Hooke is particularly interesting when we remember his earlier ideas on the variation of gravity with distance, the analogy with magnetism and the 'sphere of vigor' which extended a finite, measurable distance from the earth. The 'sphere of activity' of a central body was an important part of Hooke's account of the motion of comets. When Hooke reported these experiments, after the Royal Society's recess, he said that his magnetical model for the earth could be used to 'determine, to what distance the gravitating power of the earth acts; and explicate perhaps divers other phaenomeria of nature by ways not yet thought of'. I 44 Even though the evidence does not permit a very detailed account, it does seem to show that the period 1664-6 was crucial in forming Hooke's approach to the problem of planetary motion; that he naturally drew on the ideas of his friends and associates; that he was particularly fortunate in that his study of the comets of 1664-5 brought him into direct, relevant discussion with Wren; and that his understanding of the dynamics of planetary motion developed out of the problem of the motion of comets. Hooke concluded his discussion of the supposed rectilinear motion of comets of follows:
And particularly by tracing the way of this Comet of 1664. it is very evident that either the observations are false, or its appearances cannot be solved by that supposition, without supposing the way of it a little incurvated by the attractive power of the Sun, through whose system it was passing, though it were not wholly stayed and circumflected into a Circle . ..'45
The comet was a particularly striking example of 'the inflection of a direct motion into a curve by a supervening attractive principle'. Hooke mentioned in his paper of May 1666 that square relation gave his programme new possibilities of quantification, which he and Wren tried to pursue in the 1670s and early 1680s.M9 Hooke eventually supplied Newton with the necessary ingredients for a solution, not asking him to demonstrate that the resulting orbit was an ellipse, but rather to derive the true, and as yet unknown, planetary orbit from first principles.^0 There is no reason to suppose Hooke was disingenuous when he mentioned to Newton that the solution would be 'of great Concerne to Mankind', not because man would thereby discover the secrets of the universe, but because he could then derive an accurate lunar theory and thence discover the longitude.^1 •50 Ibid., ii. 305, 309, 313.
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